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Let g be an element of order T over a finite field JF p of p elements, where p is a prime. We show that for
a very wide class of sets A, B E {l, ... , T} at least one of the sets
is large.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be a sufficiently large prime and let g E IFp be a fixed element in a finite field
IFp of p elements of order T.
We also use Zm to denote the residue ring modulo m, which we assume to be
represented by the elements {I, ... , m}, and also use Z~ to denote the set of units
ofZm .
We show that for a very wide class of sets A, B S; Z~ at least one of the sets
is large.
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This question is motivated by the result of Bourgain, Katz and Tao [6] sum-
product problem in finite fields, which has been extended and generalised in various
direction, see [5,10,11,13-17] and references therein.
In this paper we improve the trivial bound
max{#U,#Vj ;;:max{#A, #8}
in some ranges of the parameters.
Our approach rests on a combination of the argument of Garaev [11] with an
estimate of double exponential sums of the type
(2) W()..; R, S) = L L ep()..grS)
rERsES
for arbitrary sets R, S E Z}, where
ep(az) = exp(2niz/p).
Here we use the bound of Garaev and Karatsuba [12] which in tum improves
some results of[1,8,9]. For every e > °and T ;;: pI/HE we obtain a nontrivial lower
bound on max{#U,#V} for a certain range of #A and #8, which can be explicitly
described in terms of p and T. In the case when T = pl+o(1) and #A = #8pO(I), our
bound is nontrivial if for some fixed 8 > 0 we have
(and p is sufficiently large).
For smaller values of T we use the result of Bourgain [2,3] on exponential sums
with exponential functions and sparse polynomials. This allows to get nontrivial
results for every T ;;: p",
Throughout the paper, the implied constants in the symbols '0' may depend on
some integer parameter v and real parameters e and 8.
2. MAIN RESUL IS
We start with the case of large values of T.
Theorem 1. For any integer v ;;: 1 and arbitrary sets A, 8 S; Z}, for the sets U
and V, given by (1), as p -+ 00, we have
where
Pv = 2(3v2 + 2v - 1) .
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v2+2v
a --,..----
v - 3v2 + 2v - 1'
1
r ---
v - 3v - l'
v
Proof. Following the idea of Garaev [10], we denote by J the number of solutions
(aI, a2, u, v) to the equation (over Fp)
Since obviously the vectors
ai, a2 E A, b E B,
are all pairwise distinct solutions to (4), we obtain
We now obtain an upper bound on J.
Using the identity
(6)
we write
p-l1" {O,
- LJ ep(az) = 1
p A=O '
if z E IF';,
if z = 0,
1 p-l
J = L L L - L ep(A(u 1/ a j + ga2- v))
aj,a2EAuEUVEV p A=O
1 p-l
= - L L Lep(Au l /al) L ep(Aga2) Lep(-Av).
p A=OalEAuEU a2EA VEV
Separating the term corresponding to A= 0, we obtain
(#A)2#U#V
J = -'----'-----
P
1 p-l
+ - L L Lep(Au 1/a1) L ep(Aga2) Lep(-Av).
p A=l 0IEAuEU 02EA VEV
We now recall that by [12, Corollary 3], for any integer v ~ 1, for the sum (2),
we have
(7) IW(A; R, S)I ~ (#R)I-I/(2v)(#S)I-I/(2v+2)r 1/(2v)pl/(4v+4)+o(l) ,
where gCd(A, p) = 1.
Therefore
(8) (#A)2#U#VJ=----
p
+ o((#U)I-I/(2v)(#A)I-I/(2v+2)r 1/(2v)p-l+l/(4v+4)+o(l)a),
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where
p-l
(J = 2:: 2:: ep(Ag a2) 2:: ep( -AV).
A=! a2EA VEV
Extending the summation over A to the full set {O, ... , p - I}, and using the
Cauchy inequality, we obtain
p-l 2
2::12:: ep(Aga) I
A=O aEA
p-l 2
2::12:: ep(AV)1
A=O VEV
Recalling the orthogonality property (6), we derive
p-l 2
2::12:: ep(Aa)! = p#{ (ai, a2) E A 2: gal = ga2} = p#A.
A=O aEA
Similarly,
p-l 2
2::12::ep(AV)1 =P#{(Vl,V2) EV2: Vl=V2}=P#V.
A=O VEV
Thus, we see from (8) that
(#A)2#U#V
J=----
p
+ o( (#U) 1-I/C2v)(#V)I/2(#A)3/2-1/C2v+2)T 1/C2v) pl/(4v+4)+oCl»)
~ (#Af M 2 + M3/2-1/C2v) (#A)3/2-I/C2v+2) T I/C2v) pl/(4v+4)+o(l),
P
where M = max{#U,#V}. Combining this bound with (5), we conclude the
proof. D
Taking v = 1 in Theorem 1 we obtain
which for every fixed e > 0 produces a nontrivial result provided that T ) pi /2+£
and the sets A and B are sufficiently dense.
Furthermore, for T = pl+o(l) and #A =#f3po(l), Theorem 1 yields
max{#U,#V} ) min{Jp#A, #A((#A)C2v+l)p-C3v+2)/2)l/C3v2+2V-l)} poCl),
which is nontrivial under the condition (3), provided v is large enough.
We now consider the case of smaller values of T.
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Theorem 2. For any E ~ 0 and 8 > 0, there some TJ > 0 and K > 0 such that for
T ~ pC and arbitrary sets A, B S; Z~, for the sets U and V, given by (I), as p ~ 00,
we have
we have
max{#U, #V} ~ max{#A, #B}pK.
Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as the proof of Theorem I, except
that instead of (7) we use the bound
where gcd()", p) = I and p > 0 depends only on E, provided that T ~ p", Indeed,
we collect together terms with the same values of gcd(s, T) = d getting
IW().,; R, S)I ~L IWd(A; R, S)I,
dlT
where
Wd().,; R, S) = L L ep(AgrS).
rER SES
gcd(s,T)=d
Obviously it is enough for show that for every dlT we have
with some (} > 0 which depends only on B.
For d ~ p£/2 we estimate these sums trivially as
For d ~ pc/2, we write
IWd()";R,S)I~LI L ep().,grS) I.
rER SES
gcd(s,T)=d
We note that the order of gd is T / d ~ pc /2. Therefore, using the Cauchy inequality,
we obtain
IW()";R,S)12~#RLI L ep(AgrS) 12
rER SES
gcd(s,T)=d
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<#Rt l L ep (AgrS)12
r=l SES
gcd(s,T) = d
T
~ T L L ep(A(grSI + grS2 ) ) •
SI ,S2ES r=1
gcd(Sl,T )=d
gcd(S2' T) =d
Extending the outer summation over all SI, S2 E ZT with gcd(s l , T ) = gcd(S2,
T) =d, and then writing SI = wi d, S2 = w2d with WI,W2 E Z~/d ' we obtain
T
IW(A; R ,5)12 ~ T L L ep(A(grsl +grs2 ))
S\ .S2EZ r r=1
gcd(SI ,T)=d
gcd(S2'T)=d
=T L
TL ep(A(gdrw] + lrw2 ) )
T
=T q; (T /d ) L L ep(A(lr + l rw )) ,
WE Z T/d r=l
where q; (k) is the Euler function .
By [2, Theorem 4] we now obtain
for some tJ > O. This implies (9), which after the substitution in the argument of the
proof of Theorem 1 yields the desired result. 0
3. CO MMENTS
One can certainly ask a similar question for exponential functions in a residue ring
modulo an arbitrary integer m ? 1. In particular, the results of [4,7] can be useful
in this context.
We finish with an open quest ion. Given two sets X ,Y ~ {I, .. . , p - I} with for
x E X, Y E Y, show that at least one of the sets
{xY (mod p): X E X, Y EY } and {yX (mod p): XEX ,YEY}
is "large". We remark that one probably needs to impose additional conditions ofthe
type that all elements x E X and y E Yare of the same multipl icative order T and
also that gcd(xy, T) = 1. Furthermore, it is necessary to assume that #X, #y ~ T 1-8
for some fixed 8 > O.
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